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Recently, the Journal of the American Medical Association
(JAMA) published an article by Stolarz-Skrzypek and col-
leagues.1 The cohort study examined 24-hour urinary sodium
excretion in relationship to blood pressure, hypertension, and
fatal and nonfatal outcomes and concluded low-sodium diets
increased cardiovascular disease and should not be recom-
mended on a population basis. The investigative team was
strong and indicated a lack of financial conflicts of interest. So
what does this mean? In this article we review briefly the evidence
supporting the link between higher dietary sodium intake and
cardiovascular disease and the smaller body of work purporting
that this association is not true, present an abbreviated critique of
the study by Stolarz-Skrzypek et al., and add this study to a grow-
ing meta-analysis demonstrating that higher sodium intake is as-
sociated with worse cardiovascular outcomes.2

Reviews of the extensive body of evidence on health risks of
high dietary sodium by respected and independent scientific
and public health bodies indicate dietary sodium consumed at
current levels represents one of the major risks to wellness in the
world.3-8 In fact, reducing dietary sodium has been estimated
to save very substantive health costs in developed countries9,10

and to be even more cost effective than interventions to reduce
smoking in middle- to low-income countries.11 The research
base for the impact of high sodium intake spans animal and
clinical studies and is summarized briefly in Table 1.3-8

In contrast, a few cohort and epidemiologic studies do not
confirm the association between high salt intake and hyperten-
sion or vascular disease.2,4,7 The fact that a few studies do not
support the health risks of high sodium intake is not surprising
given the limitations of epidemiologic study designs and in
particular the difficulty epidemiologic studies have in address-
ing confounding factors. A study from Cohen et al.,12 designed
similarly to the cohort study by Stolarz-Skrzypek et al.,1 sug-
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gested that high-sodium diets were associated with less vascular
disease. Inspection of Cohen’s results showed those who eat less
sodium tended to be less educated, less active, black, and of
smaller body size, all factors also associated with low income
and associated with poor outcomes. Even with the design lim-
itation, when the cohort studies that assessed the relationship
between dietary sodium and cardiovascular outcomes were put
in a landmark meta-analysis by Strazzullo et al.,2 increased
dietary sodium was associated with increased vascular disease.

The new study by Stolarz-Skrzypek et al.1 has the limita-
tions of the cohort study by Cohen et al.12 While the 24-hour
collection of urine is the standard for assessing a population’s
sodium intake, if it is not collected correctly, there is a risk of
misclassification. Further, a single 24-hour urine collection is
not as accurate as multiple-day collection in classifying an in-
dividual’s usual sodium intake as there is day-to-day variation
in sodium intake.13 Of concern, data from Stolarz-Skrzypek
et al.’s electronic Table 1 shows that the lowest-sodium group
tended to have higher cardiovascular risk factors, including the
lowest educational attainment, higher baseline systolic blood
pressure, age, and total cholesterol. Further, the study popula-
tion was young and hence had a low cardiovascular disease
event rate, and the statistical power to detect a dietary sodium
effect is low. Sodium intake covaries with caloric intake, and
the physically active would tend to be in the high-sodium-
intake group, as they have been in other studies.12 The lower-
sodium-excretion group (across genders and population sam-
ples) also had lower urinary creatinine, potassium, and urinary
volumes not explained by differences in body mass, suggesting
concurrent illness or an undercollection of the 24-hour urine,
rather than consumption of less sodium. The finding in the
lower-sodium-excretion group of urinary sodium values of 50
mmol/d (1150 mg/d), levels not found in typical Western pop-
ulations, is also suggestive of this.14-16 Low adherence even to
placebo is strongly associated with poor outcomes.17,18 A usual
finding for lower sodium intakes is higher potassium intake,
since the main mechanism for lower dietary sodium intake is
the consumption of unprocessed foods, which are higher, not

lower, in potassium.19 Thus the “inverse” association between
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urinary sodium-to-potassium ratio and vascular outcomes is also
an unexplained paradox. These are a few of many potential con-
founders that could explain the paradoxical outcomes.

Regardless of whether the study was confounded, its impact
must be assessed in the context of the large numbers of other
cohort studies addressing the same question. To this end we
updated the meta-analysis of Strazzullo et al.2 with data from
the new study. The results are shown in Table 2. They continue
to indicate that higher sodium intake of approximately 80
mmol/d (1840 mg/d) is associated with a higher incidence of
stroke. There also remained a tendency to greater cardiovascu-
lar disease event rates, consistent with the known and estab-
lished pathophysiology of excess dietary sodium in animal and
human studies.

In their article, Stolarz-Skrzypek et al.1 do not sufficiently
discuss why their study found unexpected results but exten-
sively discuss the limited evidence that suggests high dietary
sodium is not harmful and use conflicted and biased interpre-
tations of the evidence that are heavily promoted by commer-

Table 1. Summary of types of studies detailing the effects of
sodium on blood pressure, and major outcomes

Type of study Details

Animal studies Demonstrate high sodium intake increases blood
pressure and causes adverse vascular outcomes
both directly and through increased blood
pressure

Migration studies Show increases in blood pressure in people who
migrate from areas of low to high sodium
intake

Genetic diseases Indicate that defects in the ability to retain
sodium cause low blood pressure and that
defects that lead to sodium retention cause
hypertension

Cohort studies Associate high dietary sodium to vascular disease
(meta-analysis)

Randomized controlled
trials

Demonstrate low sodium intake decreases blood
pressure in newborn babies, children, and
adults and reduces hypertension in adults

Limited controlled
intervention studies

Show reductions in vascular disease with reduced
sodium intake

National intervention
studies

Demonstrate that dietary sodium can be reduced
and is associated with decreased blood
pressure and vascular disease

Arrays of studies on
surrogate markers
of outcomes

Show that lower sodium intake is associated with:
(1) a reduction in intermediate cardiovascular
end points such as left ventricular mass and
endothelial dysfunction and (2) a reduction
in bone mineral density loss, kidney stone
disease, and predisposition to gastric cancer

Table 2. Pooled relative risk estimates of incident strokes and total c

Participants Events

Incident strokes (15 trials)
157,963 5,379

Incident total cardiovascular events (13 trials*)
105,677 5,128
*Without outlier, based on sensitivity analysis. See Strazzullo et al.2
cial entities associated with profit from the sales of salt and salty
foods and that have been repeatedly rebutted in the scientific
literature. Several of the studies they cite were performed by
investigators with ties to food processers or the Salt Institute,
and at least one of the cited studies was funded by the research
institute of a food processing company.12,20,21 Finally, the au-
thors do not cite the extensive reviews of evidence by highly
regarded scientific institutions that indicate high dietary salt is
harmful and should be reduced on a population basis. In fact,
the large body of evidence accrued over the past 50 years has
been thoroughly and repeatedly reviewed by numerous na-
tional and international independent panels of experts. The
panels of experts include those formed by the World Health
Organization,6 the US Institute of Medicine,7 the Scientific
Advisory Committee on Nutrition in England,4 as well as the
Canadian Hypertension Education Program,3,22 to mention a
few. Even when the data from Stolarz-Skrzypek et al.’s study
are added to the meta-analysis of Strazzullo et al.,2 the results
are not changed and continue to indicate the harmful cardio-
vascular effects of a high-dietary-sodium intake. The strong
consensus of impartial scientific bodies is that a population
reduction in sodium intake from the current high levels is a
health priority for the prevention of cardiovascular disease. In
our opinion the approach of Stolarz-Skrzypek et al. is mislead-
ing, particularly for readers not familiar with the sodium liter-
ature, who need to be aware that the present findings are in-
consistent with known evidence and are likely related to
methodological flaws. Moreover, the interpretation by Stolarz-
Skrzypek et al. is contrary to mainstream science.

In conclusion, excess dietary sodium is a leading risk for
death and disability. In the United States, high sodium intake
is estimated to be the seventh leading risk for death.23 There is
sufficient evidence to intervene to reduce dietary sodium in
populations, and Japan and Finland, which have acted, have
seen substantive benefits.24 Although the data supporting the
risks of high dietary sodium are strong, and based on an exten-
sive array of differing types of studies, it is important that the
ultimate study design, a large, long-term, well-conducted ran-
domized controlled trial, has not been performed for dietary
sodium or, for that matter, for many other important public
health issues, such as for cigarette smoking, weight loss through
diet, physical activity, or low saturated fats or trans fats. Al-
though these trials are expensive, difficult to conduct, and un-
likely to ever be performed, failure to conduct them should not
be used as a distraction in the effort to improve population
health. Rather than pursuing the question of whether sodium

scular events associated with 2000-mg difference in sodium intake

Pooled relative risk (95% confidence interval) Statistics

Random-effects model: 1.20 (1.03-1.41) z � 2.49
P � 0.026

Fixed-effects model: 1.14 (1.05-1.24) z � 3.46
P � 0.003

Random-effects model: 1.14 (0.99-1.33) z � 1.96
P � 0.07

Fixed-effects model: 1.08 (1.02-1.15) z � 3.11
P � 0.009
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intake should be reduced to prevent cardiovascular disease, the
health priority is and should remain how to reduce population
sodium intake to save lives.
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